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This book is a one-stop, universal guide to life's starting points. Included are the basics of life in

existence, creation, dimensions, astrology, numerology, dreams, purpose, crystals, colors,

frequency, vibration, energy, reincarnation, and more.



Book of Life: Universal Staring Points by Autumn Haley AlstonWhat is a Spirit?-Your spirit is

your space. Before we manifest as individuals, we were all no-thing.What is a soul?-The soul is

what makes a spirit, an individual. The soul can be defined as the uniqueness of said individual

space. What makes a spirit(which is no-thing), separate from the universe. The basis of

individuality being awareness, vibration, frequency, and energy.AwarenessWhen a spirit

separates itself from the universe, it is because it has now formed an awareness. A light has

blasted the darkness, or nothingness, and simultaneously formed and awareness of its own

individuality.Frequency:Frequency is connected to the mental realm. The thoughts that can

form from awareness. Frequency is also connected to external worlds of existence. What can

be built from and externalized based on an awareness. Frequency can be high or low. Ideas

and thoughts. Expansion.Vibration:Vibrations are connected to a spirit’s internal world. What a

spirit can feel, imagine, sense, and internalize. The initial, in depth reaction caused by a new

sense of awareness. This creates a position on an experience. How an individual feels about

what they are aware of. Vibrations can be high or low. Feelings and emotions.

Contraction.Energy:Energy is all things that take shapes and forms based on the frequency

realm and vibrational realm. The result of the nonphysical transforming into the physical.

Energy is used universally. Energy also has less dense forms because energy can be felt and

sensed as well.Creation/ManifestationCreation is the ability to extract an outcome from

frequency, vibration, and energy. To create means to formalize. Imagination is also a key

component of creation, which is also in the realm of having ideas.Manifestation is similar to

creation in that it is the process in which creation occurs. Manifesting is concentrating -

consciously, or subconsciously, on a potential outcome, internally, or externally. That

concentration is energetic. Manifestation and creation are literally the driving forces of all things

in existence. Without creation and manifestation there is no-thing. There is darkness. Light is

just the awareness, the creation, the accumulation of possibility.DimensionsD imensions can

be explained as states of being. States or realms of existence and conscious levels. There are

9 dimensions, which leads to the concept of numerology but we’ll get into that later down the

line. Ever wonder why we describe life on earth as ‘3D’? Earth is considered 3rd dimensional.

This is a realm of reality, and one of many. Let’s break it down.1st dimension: Has to do with

self or individual experience. Earlier we talked about the spirit being an individual space. This

has to do with the first dimensional state of being. 0 would be considered when a spirit is not

yet within its own individual space.2nd dimension: Has to do with relativeness, or relating to all

things outside of a spirit’s internal space. Again, a state of being. A point of existence.3rd

dimension : Has to do with the surroundings or space around the individual space or spirit.

Circumstances are created in this state of being due to the shapes and forms manifested from

a spirit’s relativity to what is outside of itself or its relationship to the spirit’s external world. The

3rd dimension is where it takes place. How it takes place.4th dimension : Has to do with being

the judge of your awareness, relativity, and surroundings and circumstances. Having ideas and

thoughts about your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd dimensional states of being.5th dimension : Has to do

with utilizing your judgement to change and manipulate your surroundings and what you may

experience.6th dimension: Has to do with becoming THE judge and THE authority that is

widespread. A state of being where a spirit can look above itself, its surroundings, its ideas and

thoughts about the awareness and surroundings, and how it utilizes that ability.7th dimension:

Has to do with learning and making sense of your judgement. At this point a spirit knows itself

and is learning about the experiences within itself. Learning about what we’re doing as spirits -



learning and utilizing its judgment.
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